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US Futures-World Markets: US equity futures trade lower this morning after Friday’s late-day rally. The
major story over the weekend was a massively over-leveraged hedge fund forced to unwind their positions.
Bill Hwang’s Archegos Capital Management sold $30 billion worth of holdings. Here are two stories from
CNBC that explain it: https://cnb.cx/31vjKlb https://cnb.cx/3rBNwPL. Using leverage to boost returns cuts
both ways and is more dangerous than people think. Credit Suisse and Nomura warned of ‘significant losses’
due to trades with Archegos. Check out the charts of DISCA and VIAC. Smart move by Tencent announcing a
major corporate buyback after its stock was crushed in this margin call unwind. Keep an eye on end-ofquarter rebalancing with significant outperformance in some sectors. Here are some of the standouts and
laggards: Energy +33%YTD, Financials +16% YTD, Industrials +11%YTD, Technology +2% YTD, Consumer
Discretionary + 3% YTD. Will this classic cyclical rotation continue? We shall see. Expect lighter trading
volume with a holiday-shortened week. Stat of the day: At least 95 million Americans have received at least
one dose of a Covid vaccine. S&P Futures vs. Fair Value: -11.30, 10-Yr Yield: 1.659%.
CORE Headlines:
 President Biden plans to split up his next big government-spending push into two programs and will
lay out his vision for an infrastructure-focused first proposal, including green-energy programs, at an
event in Pittsburgh this week.-WSJ
 German labor union threatens strike in wage negotiations with Amazon.-Reuters
 Positive view of high-yielding stocks like T, KO, ED, IBM, JNJ, K, PG, SLG, USB, and VZ.-Barron’s
 Johnson & Johnson is coming under fire from some investors who are raising questions about
companies that give their chief executives hefty pay raises despite facing billions of dollars in legal
costs over their role in the U.S. opioid crisis.-Reuters
 Facebook said it planned two new undersea cables to connect Singapore, Indonesia and North
America in a project with Google and regional telecommunication companies to boost internet
connection capacity between the regions.-Reuters
 The P.1 coronavirus variant is now responsible for the majority of new infections in Brazil, with many
doctors saying they are seeing more young and otherwise healthy patients falling ill, a situation that
poses global risk.-WSJ
 Bond bulls are charging ahead, challenging the consensus on rising yields—contrarians see a buying
opportunity as investors drive yields higher on bets for rebounding economic growth and rising
inflation.-WSJ
 The administration of New York governor Andrew Cuomo largely ignored a county official’s pleas for
Covid-19 tests for nursing homes last spring, even as the governor allegedly secured the then-scarce
tests for his relatives.-NYP
 Major US whiskey brands have taken a hit since 2018 over massive 25 percent tariffs imposed on their
sales to Europe and the UK thanks to a Trump-era war on steel and aluminum imports—and the levies
are set to double to 50 percent on June 1.-NYP
 In a rare interview with the FT, Citadel founder Ken Griffin said the $1,400 stimulus checks
Washington is sending to Americans this month will fuel another spasm of retail trading before
activity settles down to a still-elevated level.-FT
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A container ship blocking the Suez Canal has raised questions in the industry about whether vessels
have outgrown the infrastructure needed to support them, though supporters say super-large ships
are more efficient and better for the environment.-FT
AAPL’s move to block user tracking on its devices is forcing marketing companies to develop new
strategies for reaching consumers and for targeting ads in the $400B digital advertising industry.WSJWkend
Political leaders in Iran are divided on whether to resume nuclear talks with the US, reflecting
disagreements over how long the country can withstand the economic damage inflicted by sanctions
and jockeying ahead of presidential elections in June.-WSJ
Germany recorded an increase in the number of births in December and January compared to a year
ago, a sign the country is avoiding the overall drop in birthrates seen throughout the rest of Europe.WSJWkend

Interesting Reads/Charts:
 FS Blog: The shortness of time https://bit.ly/3focQqk “When you think about the reason most of us
want to get wealthy, you will see it’s not for the money it’s for the time. We want a clean schedule. We
want other people to do the things we don’t want to do. We want to spend money to buy time.”
 American Prospect: Left-wing economics from UC Berkeley https://bit.ly/3fptQfw (Did you expect it
from someplace else?)
 Psyche: Self-compassion is not self-indulgence. Here’s how to try it. https://bit.ly/3db1BOZ
 Boston: Bill Belichick makes mistakes. His willingness to move on stands out. https://bit.ly/3rxLDnx
All charts from The Daily Shot:
The forced position unwind at Archegos Capital resulted in a massive selloff in some stocks.

Source: CNBC Read full article
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Nomura’s stock is down sharply today due to the same event.
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Source: Reuters Read full article

The reflation trade was alive and well last week.

• Metals & Mining:
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• Materials:
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• Transportation:
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• REITs:
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• Homebuilders:
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Extreme underperformance of financial and energy stocks indicates further upside potential (2 charts).
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Source: Truist Advisory Services

Source: Truist Advisory Services

The popular ARK Innovation ETF has been under pressure.(Tesla’s performance isn’t helping Cathie
Wood.)
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Money market fund balances remain at elevated levels despite the equity rally. (Good chart if you are
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bullish.)

Source: Alpine Macro
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Call option volume is moderating as mobility improves: (The Reddit cohort has other things to do.)

Source: Deutsche Bank
Research

Here is a comment from Parag Thatte, Deutsche Bank.
… the recent decline in call volumes has coincided with a rising pace of reopening. This jives with our view that as retail
investors have other things to do, the attention focused on the equity market will start to fade. In turn a strategy of
buying stocks with heavy call exposure has been losing money since mid-February, after posting outsized gains since
November. While retail investors are likely to put a good chunk of stimulus payments into stocks as per our survey, twothirds of those payments have already been distributed, implying that the incremental impact should start to fade. As
call volumes have fallen, vol premiums have been declining.
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US credit card balances remain well below pre-COVID levels.
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Long-term market-based inflation expectations are grinding higher.
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Bitcoin funds continue to see outflows.

Source: @ISABELNET_SA, @jpmorgan
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The number of operating oil rigs in the US continues to recover.

Companies considering hybrid work:

Source: Bloomberg Read full article
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Nothing on this email/website constitutes legal, tax, accounting, or other professional expert advice.
When reviewing the attached material, it is important to remember that past performance is not
indicative of future results.
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